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Time
me for exchange.
Pure Atmospheres –
meet the interiors industry
in Cologne and do business
in an experience-driven setting.

the interior business event

17.– 23. 01. 2022

Pure

Pure: the format for design quality at imm cologne

Pure
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1, 4.2, 3.2, 2.2

Pure showcases the avant-garde of international design in various themed areas:
In Pure Atmospheres, visitors can immerse themselves in densely atmospheric lifestyle scenarios: this
is where companies can stage their brand worlds on a
grand scale. And in between, there’s plenty for visitors
to discover at Pure Platforms: fascinating installations,
young design and interiors brands. The gallery-like
halls of Pure Editions give design labels the opportunity
to present their brand essence and the major interior
trends in the form of their highlight products.
Pure Architects is a source of inspiration for new interior design ideas for walls, ﬂoors, lighting and permanently installed products – such as products for the
bathroom.
Pure – the imm cologne’s innovative format for design
Companies exhibiting in the interior world Pure are
continuously inventing and reinventing themselves –
changing their direction, creating an original feel and
presenting new products, designers, fabrics and living
concepts. New product developments usually follow
a path laid out by design principles. These exhibitors
are united by their dedication to style and the will to
innovate.
Unusual yet practical
Pure is characterised by the variety and diversity of
its range of products and styles. The exhibitors in the
interior world Pure are known for unusual yet practical
ideas, for products inspired by design but produced
in high-end quality, and above all for their authentic
design – because behind every new product there is
not only a designer, but also the philosophy of the
manufacturer.

Aussteller:
Tobias Grau

Pure is the format for design quality. In this segment the
brands stand on their own merit – their own design, their
own philosophy, their own production quality, their own
individual style. And because Pure is as international
as the world of design itself, these elements extend far
beyond national preferences and styles. Every stand is
another world.

Claire Steinbrück
“Nowadays trade visitors, the media
and interested consumers don’t just
expect a modern trade show to provide an overall picture of the market
and highlight what’s new, they’re
looking for orientation and a moving
experience.
Pure Atmospheres in Hall 11 is the
heart of the Pure interior worlds –
it’s where the interiors sector meets
and does business in an experience-driven setting.”
We’re looking forward to
imm cologne 2022!”
Claire Steinbrück
Director imm cologne

Photo:
Roland Breitschuh, Koelnmesse GmbH

Pure Atmospheres
A showcase for the state of the art in the
premium league of interior design.
Pure Atmospheres presents the holistic
interior philosophies of major design brands.
Pure Atmospheres emphasises the character of the kind
of presentation cultivated in Hall 11: holistic interior concepts featuring complete collections. Here exhibitors
showcase their brand world in densely atmospheric,
self-contained installations: their own very special
approach to interior culture, their personal signature,
their interpretation of good design. The focus here
is not on the individual product but on the combined
effect of all the different elements. Pure Atmospheres
is the interiors experience.
Pure Atmospheres is home to high-end brands with
broad-based collections for creating upscale and
complete interior concepts for the living room, dining
room and bedroom. In order to present their brand
world appropriately, they need plenty of space and
their own visual language. That’s why the booths in
Pure Atmospheres are highly individual and bear the
unmistakeable signature of the companies behind
them. Every booth is a world of experience
But a closed atmosphere doesn’t mean the booths
are hermetically sealed. At the imm cologne 2019, the
exhibition architecture was opened up, turning Pure
Atmospheres into an experience-driven showcase and
visitor magnet. With 25% of its facades open, spacious
aisles and prominently positioned event zones,
Pure Atmospheres encourages visitors to stop, look
and linger.

Exhibitor:
interlübke

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Beneﬁts.

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure
Atmospheres
• Space for holistic brand worlds
• High stopping power in Hall 11:
the heart of the interior world of Pure
• Among good neighbours: the state of the art
in the premium league of interior design
• Top-quality visitor experience in Hall 11
• Top event: das Apartment HAUS
• Focal point for the media
• Exclusive business platform for the interiors sector
• Exemplify themes and address growth markets:
Pure Atmospheres is the trade fair platform for the
interiors ideas of tomorrow

Exhibitor:
Ligne Roset

Pure
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1, 4.2, 3.2, 2.2

Contract business, media, interior professionals:
targeted at decision-makers

02 interior
Designers
01

journalists
bloggers

03 buyers
independent
dealers

06 contracting
decisionmakers
+ consumers
05 architects

Exhibitor:
Richard Lampert

04 creatives

Target groups

The six most important living trends
at imm cologne 2022

Time for exchange.
Natural Luxury

Blurring Boundaries

Connected Living

Quality is the real luxury

Spaces without borders

Smart home, networked living

Traditional craftsmanship, simplicity, premium materials,
soft-edge design – these are the signals that point to
“pure” luxury – pure because it’s natural, deﬁned by
a focus on what really matters and the willingness to
renounce mass consumption in favour of sustainable
product concepts.

The growing desire for boundary-free living is leading
to overlapping realities and styles that blur the lines
between indoors and outdoors, (semi-) public and
private, living and cooking, living and eating, living
and working, living space and bathroom.

It’s becoming more common for items in private homes
to be connected with smart technologies, and interior
design is adapting to this increasing connectivity.
We’re bringing the world into the house – a top trend
and a growth market.

For Seasons

Sharing Spaces

Multifunctional

Living with the seasons, the delights of decorating

Convenient living with social connections

Smaller, less, more than meets the eye

Interior lifestyle is a topic that’s very much on people’s
minds. As an expression of personality, the interior no
longer paints a rigid picture but is becoming a continuous
process instead. But the changes in the furnishings
aren’t just inﬂuenced by trends; they’re directly affected
by what’s happening in our natural surroundings and the
rhythm of the seasons and our cultural customs too.

Integrating the home ofﬁce into the traditional living
environment isn’t the only challenge that the interiors
industry will face in future; the sector will also have
to develop models for “a new way of living” that seek
to provide solutions for phenomena like urban densiﬁcation, demographic change and growing mobility.

Urbanisation and rising housing prices call for smallfootprint solutions with multifunctional features:
how can maximum comfort be achieved in a small
space?
Trend photo exhibitors: Thonet, String, Cor,
das Apartment HAUS und Miele

Statement Dick Spierenburg | Creative Director

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure
Atmospheres

To view the video, please activate the Acrobat 3D functions (see above)
or follow the Vimeo link (https://vimeo.com/535502957/be890b97c5).
Exhibitor:
Lema

Pure Atmospheres is the interiors experience.

Exhibitor:
Ligne Roset

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure Atmospheres is design quality.

Exhibitor:
Cor

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure Atmospheres is an all-round experience.

Exhibitor:
Molteni

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

The state of the art in the premium league of interior design.

Exhibitor:
Prostoria

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure Atmospheres is a business platform.

Exhibitor:
CTO Lighting

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure Atmospheres generates orders.

Exhibitor:
Schramm Werkstätten

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure Atmospheres is good taste in its purest form.

Exhibitor:
BW Bielefelder Werkstätten
Heinz Anstoetz Polstermöbelfabrik

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure Atmospheres is a lifestyle.

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Successful communication.

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Exhibitors are also sought after as contacts by the media outside of the imm
cologne trade fair. imm cologne’s communications department also initiates
numerous measures before and after the international event. Here is a brief
summary of the most important output and measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than 5,600 online articles
3 bn page impressions
120,000 video views on Facebook
128,000 Facebook followers
60,000 Instagram followers
12,900 Twitter followers
1,500 LinkedIn contacts
Facebook events for trade and private visitors: tool for targeting participants and interested
parties (Push notiﬁcation).
5,000 journalist contacts
Outreach Newsletter: 156,000 recipients
150 TV reports worldwide

Exhibitor:
Cassina

Das Apartment HAUS
Hall 11.2

Developing the co-living spaces of tomorrow:
designers create Das Apartment HAUS
Das Haus, the successful design event series
of the international furniture and interiors fair
imm cologne, will be celebrating its 10th anniversary in 2022. At the same time, the 10th
edition marks a reorientation: in terms of content, Das Haus is opening up to future issues
and market developments. But although the
subject matter is new, it will be interpreted in
the familiar way: by changing designers who
create scenographies that reflect their own
personal perspective and feature leading
brands – exemplary, experimental and
experience-oriented.
“Long and short stay apartments are a very
exciting topic right now if you look at residential towers in cities like New York – or the
project in Frankfurt I was involved in – where
spacious communal areas provide a counterbalance to the generally pretty small apartments, while simultaneously encouraging a
totally new outlook on life,” says Sebastian
Herkner about his Das Apartment HAUS project for the international furniture and interiors
fair imm cologne, for which – together with
designers Luca Nichetto, Stefan Diez and
Kate Booy of Studio Truly Truly – he is creating
an experimental structure consisting of several
apartments and co-living spaces.

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Features.

Pure
Atmospheres
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sophisticated booth design
Upscale surroundings in Hall 11
Innovative hall layout
Top-quality visitor experience
Exhibition: Pure Talents Contest
Established lecture forum: The Stage (Hall 4.2)
Top event: das Apartment HAUS | Sebastian Herkner,
Luca Nichetto, Truly Truly

• Also in Hall 11: Pure Platforms –
coordinated exhibition architecture for young brands
(see separate info)
Exhibitor:
Molteni

Subject to alterations.

Participation fee.

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

• For bookings until 30.04.2021*
For bookings after 01.05.2021*
• Plus pro-rated energy costs
• Plus AUMA fee
• Plus down payment for services
• Plus marketing package** (obligatory)
Per main exhibitor
Marketing package per co-exhibitor**
• Co-exhibitor fee per co-exhibitor
Plus VAT

205.00 €/m2
225.00 €/m2
12.00 €/m2
0.60 €/m2

€
€
€

1,660.00
350.00
850.00

The booth rental price does not include any superstructure. The above-mentioned prices do not include the down payment for services. The down payment is calculated on the basis of the services charged in relation to the previous event. For exhibitors who did not take part in the previous event, the
down payment amounts to 22 €/m2. (See Section 3 of Conditions of Participation, Special Section). Please note: this amount is not included in the calculation of the participation price.

Exhibitor:
Ligne Roset

Koelnmesse’s “General Conditions of Participation” and
“Special Conditions of Participation” apply.
*Date of receipt by Koelnmesse
**See Section 7 of Conditions of Participation, Special Section

Hall 11.3 | imm cologne 2022

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Pure Atmospheres
Pure Talents Contest
Pure Platforms

Subject to alterations.
Updated: 24.03.2021
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Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

das Apartment HAUS

Pure Atmospheres
Pure Platforms

Subject to alterations.
Updated: 24.03.2021
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Pure Atmospheres

Pure Platforms

Subject to alterations.
Updated: 24.03.2021

Contact.

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Yvonne Mueller
Sales Manager
Pure Atmospheres
Tel.:
+49 (0) 2 21-8 21-26 16
Mobil:
+49 (0) 17 6-12 56 26 80
Fax:
+49 (0) 2 21-8 21-32 80
E-Mail: y.mueller@koelnmesse.de

17.–23.01.2022

The international furniture and interiors fair imm cologne
is the platform for interior design and interior business.

imm cologne
The heavier social problems weigh on people’s shoulders,
the more important possibilities for retreat become to
them. The home has become the general epicentre of life;
it has to perform many functions and adapt to changes.
The international furniture and interiors fair imm cologne
is both a reﬂection of current interior trends and an engine for setting new developments in motion.
What effects is the corona pandemic having on interior
lifestyle? Which trends will have a lasting impact on
furniture development and production? And when and
where will the interiors sector gather to kick off the
2022 interiors year together?
Right here: At the international furniture and interiors
fair imm cologne, where, from 17 to 23 January 2022,
the most important interiors brands, trendsetters and
creative newcomers from 50 countries will come together to showcase the trends for the coming year. No
other trade fair paints such a comprehensive, compact and well-structured picture of the international
world of interiors.
Exhibitor:
AYTM Gran Living

Interior business: For an entire week, the exhibition
centre on the banks of the Rhine, right in the urban

heart of Cologne, will become the business hub of the
interiors industry – but also the biggest showroom for
contemporary interior design, for experimental living
concepts and forward-looking technologies, for bigname brand worlds and the ideas of young designers.
imm cologne is both: a reﬂection of interior worlds and
a source of fresh impetus for the design scene. The
media and furniture makers alike regard imm cologne’s
performance and content as a trend barometer for the
market. This is where the B2B sector gets together,
where designers meet manufacturers and trade meets
inspiration.
New perspectives on home living and refreshing
product concepts will be especially prevalent in the
simulated interiors of “das Apartment HAUS”. With its
new themed world Connect, Koelnmesse is deﬁning
a platform for the smart living growth market. And: in
2022, Pure Architects will once again provide a walkthrough fan deck for architects and interior designers.
imm cologne brings the world of interior design together.
www.imm-cologne.com

Current status:
03.2021

Subject to alterations.

Welcome to imm cologne 2022.

Pure Atmospheres
Hall 11.3, 11.2, 11.1

Exhibitor:
Nardi
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Find out all about what’s happening in
the interiors sector today and what will
impact it tomorrow in the imm cologne’s
online magazine.
the magazine by imm cologne
imm-cologne.de/magazin
Corona information page Koelnmesse
https://www.koelnmesse.com/lp/corona

